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A presentation IS given for SA,, the group of automorphisms of determinant 1 of a free group 
F,, of rank n. The canonical isomorphisms Hz(A,,Z)z H,(SA,, 2)&K,(Z) are established 
for nr 5, where A,, is the full gro’Jp of automorphisms of Fn. 
Introduction 
The first finite presentation for the automorphism group A,, of a Crete group F,, 
of rank n was given by Nielsen [6], using hyperbolic geometry. It is generally agreed 
that both Nielsen’s methods and his results are complicated [3, p. 1641 and the sub- 
ject didn’t progress for fifty years. In 1974 McCool [4] found a finite presentation 
for A, based on earlier work of Whitehead’s [8] which had been simplified suc- 
cessively by Rapaport [7] and by Higgins and Lyndon [I]. McCool’s generators are 
the Whitehead automorphisms and his relations are of two types, the relations 
among the integral monomial n x n matrices and relations he calls R l-R6 The 
distinction is necessitated because there are two types of Whitehead automorphisms. 
We shall show that by passing to the subgroup SA,, of automorphisms of deter- 
minant 1 and by using Nielsen’s generators (which are a subset of Whitehead’s 
automorphisms) the situation simplifies and clarifies immensely. Let (’ be a free 
basis for F,, and let E = {x 1 x or x is in o } . Define the Nielsen map Ecrh (.for Q f b, b; 
a,beE) by the rule a-ab and c-c if cfa,if; CEE. 
Theorem 2.8. If n ~3, a presentation for SA,, is given by 
(I) Eu;’ = EuG. 
(2) [Errh, EJ = 1 ifa*c,d,& h~tc,r. 
(3) [Eab, Ebr] = Eat if a # c, e. 
(4) w,b = Wd6, Where W,b = Eb,&bE~o. 
(5) Wfh= 1. 
(Convention. Maps are composed left to right as in [2], so “Euh. E,.,!” nlt:ans 
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first apply Eab, then Ecd. Also [x, y] =xyx-'y-'.) 
We also have a presentation of SA2, Theorem 1.4. 
Next we define the analog St(E) of the Steinberg group [S] to be generated by 
symbols x,~ and subject only to relations (I)-(4) above with x& replacing EQb for 
n 2 3. There is a similar definition of St(E) if n = 2. One has a natural surjection 
St(E) --% SA,. The map Q) is a central extension whose kernel is generated by o&, 
where 6!)& =Xb&&~. If n = 2, ($b is of infinite order whereas for n 2 3, o& is of 
order 2 (Proposition 2.5). 
Theorem 3.1. If n ~5, @ : St(E) --% SA, is the universal 
perfect group SA,. 
central extension of the 
It follows that HZ(SA,, Z)s 22, for n 2 5. To make the analogy with K2(Z) pre- 
cise, one chooses an ordering for (’ = { yI, y2,. . . , yn} and one maps St(E)-St,(Z) 
by xy,,> -+x0, xylv, -,;’ (compare [5] for properties for St,(Z)). T:len one has the 
commutative diagram 
from which it follows that there is a natural isomorphism 
H2(SA,,, Z) --% H,(SL,(Z), Z) = K2(Z) for n r 5. 
A spectral sequence argument shows that H2(SpI,,Z)* Hz(A,,,Z) for nz3, 
whence H2(A,,Z)zH2 for nr5. 
1. Nielsen automorphisms and Whitehead automorphisms 
1.1. Let 6 be a finite set with n elements. We imbed fj in a free Q-set E where the 
involution on E is denoted Q++ fl and where we require every orbit to have a represen- 
tative in f~. We recall that the free group F,, with free basis /I is obtained from the 
free monoid on the set E by imposing the congruence relation a. d - 1, a E E. Then 
EC F,. We denote by A, the group of automorphisms of F,. Observe that the com- 
mutator factor group of F, is isomorphic to E”, so abelianization induces a 
homomorphism A, = Aut F, * Aut(Z’) =GL,(Z). If we compose this map with the 
determinant det : GL, Z -+ I), we obtain a homomorphism also called 
det : A, +(+ 1) whose kernel is denoted SA,, the ‘special automorphism group 
of F,‘. 
Nielsen maps E,bE SA, are defined as in the introduction. Observe that any 
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Zz-bijection of E induces an automorphism of F,,. Let Q be the set of such autlo- 
morphisms which we call ‘monomial’, since their images in GL,,(Z) are monomi,aI 
mat rices. 
If A C E, and ae A, d$A, the Whitehead automorphism (A,a) is defined by the 
rules 
a-+a, 
x-+xa if xfa, xEA, J?$A, 
.U-,lGiX if xfa, XA, x$A, 
x+iixa if both x and R are in A, 
x-x if neither x nor ,T is in A. 
Observe the relationship between Nielsen maps and Whitehead maps, E,/,:= 
({a, E;}, 6). Observe also that w,~ = E,,, Erib El;, is the monomial map a -6, 6-a. We 
now recall McCool’s presentation for A,. 
Theorem [4]. A finite presentation for A,, is given by generators G! and W’hbtehead 
maps ((A, a)) and relations: 
RO. A defining set of relations for Q. 
Rl. (A,a)-’ =(&4-a+-&@. 
R2. (A,a)(B,a)=(AUB,a) where AnB= {a}. 
R3. (A, a)(B, b) = (B, b)(A, a) where A n B = 0, d $ B, 6s: A. 
R4. (A,a)(B,b)=(B,b)(A-tB-b,a) where AnB=0, ir$B, &A. 
R5. (A,a)(A-a+cf,b)=wJA-b+&a) with w,&2 as above, bEA, 6+1, 
a#b. 
R6. &(A, a)a = (a(A), a(a)) for CT EQ. 
Our first step is to express these relations in terms of Nielsen maps and Q. 
1.2. Theorem. A presentation for A, is given by generators (&; a f b, 5; a, b E E ) YJ 







A defining set of relations for 52. 
E-,’ = EOl; 
[Eab, EJ ‘= 1 if a z c, d, d, b + c, C. 
[EIlb, EJ = Eu,. if a z c, r. 
w,b = Eba E,b E6d* 
Proof. We observe first that relations SO-S5 are satisfied in A,,. Next we define tk 
Whitehead symbol 
(A a) =: n E,, 
h E ..I 
t) # u 
(1.2.19 
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and observe the factors on the right commute by S2. We proceed to check that the 
relations Rl-R6 are satisfied among the (A, a) so defined, using only SO-S5 Clearly 
Rl and R2 follow from Sl and S2 rc spectively. Relation R3 follows from S2 and 
R6 follows from S5. 
For R4, one uses (1.2. I) in 
(A,a)(lB, b) = n &a n Edb 
CEA deB 
CfU d#h 
and proceeds to push the factors Edb to the left. Since a$& the commutativity 
relations S2 permit this with only one snag - &A; so one encounters terms 
/&,Edb_ But S 1 and S3 enable us to write i?~$?~b = Edb&&.& d c B - 6. Collecting 
terms and using (1.2.1) again yields (A, a)(B, 6) = (B, b)(A, a)(B - b + a, a), which is 
R4. 
Observe that using Rl one may rewrite R5 in an equivalent form 
R5’ (A,a)(A-a+O,b)(A-b+&-a+il,d)= wuh, 
where b CA, &A, a# b. If we take A = {a, b}, then R5’ is precisely EbaE0bE6ti = 
w,~, that is, S+ In general, one proceeds by introduction on #(A - {a, b)) (observe 
{a,b}cA). Let A={a,b,c}UA,, where the union is disjoint, and c#a, b and 
rewrite the lef; side of R5’ using (1.2.1) as 
n Eda ’ Eba E,.a Etib Ecb l 
de/i, >( 
(1.2.2) 
Next, using Sl and 53, we see that &.$‘~b= EQb E,,, - EL+ Replacing in (1.2.2) gives 
n Eda’Eba’&ib’&aw t&* &b)- fl Edb- Eta- Ebclv n Eda. (1.2.3) 
dEA, de/l, deA, 
By Sl, the terms EC69 ECb= 1. By S2, ECU can be commuted with n&A, Edb, and 
then will cancel E,,. One is left with 
n Edom Ebu 
>( 
Eab’ 11 Edb 
>( 
Ebll * n EdcS 
dEA, dE A, dEA, > 
=(B,a)(B-a+il,b)(B-b-+-6--a+ii,ii), (1.2.4) 
where B = A - c. The induction hypothesis now applies and the proof that R5 is a 
consequence of SO-S5 is complete. 
Hence SO-S5 is a presentation for A, and the proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete. 
Observe that for (T E &?, one has 0-l w&a = wO(,)@b). We leave to the reader the 
proof of the following result 
1.3. Lemma. A presentation for li?n SA, is given by generators c%‘,b and relations 
-1 
w& wab wed = Wa(a)a(b) 9 wa6 = W;‘y (1.3.1) 
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where B is the monomial map w‘.~, alld 
w$ = 1. (1.3.2) 
Remark. This is of course analogous to a familiar presentation of the symmetric 
group & with generators transpositions (ij), and relations (ij)(k/)(ij) = (cr(k)a(f)) 
for CJ= (ij), and (ij)‘= 1. 
1.4. ‘Theorem. A presentation for SA, is given by generators Eob subject to rela- 
tions S l-S3 of Theorem I .2 and 
S4’ w;: Ed w,b = Eo(a)o(b) 31 
where w& is defined to be Ebut&,Efiti, and a is the monomial map determined b-v 
W gb; and 
SS bt’$, = 1. 
Proof. We apply the Reidemeister-Schreier method for producing a presentation 
for a subgroup. A Schreier .ransversal [2, p. 1031 for SA,, in A, is { 1, ~1, where 
T(a) = 0, r(a) = a, and r(b) = b for b E E- (a, 01. Generators for SA,, are given by 
E& and w,b; however the gt,lerators w,b may be eliminate’d by Tietze trans forma- 
tions (2, p. 891 at the expense of introducing relations S4’ and SS. Observe that the 
relations Sl -S5 keep the same form under conjugation by L It follows that Sl -S3, 
S4’, S5’ give a presentation for SA,. 
This presentation will be simplified considerably in the next section when M 2 3. 
2. The Steinberg group 
2.1. Definition. With E= ff U 47 as in 1.1, we let St(E) be the group generated b> 
symbols &b; a, b E E, a# b,6 and subject only to the relations 
- 
x l ah = X,c;. (2.1.1) 
[xub9xcd] =1 if a#c,d,d; b#c,c. (2.12) 
[xutl* xtIcl = x0, if afc,C, (2.1.3) 
O,-,lx,~,w,~ = x,(c),:d) (2.1 .-I) 
where w,b =x,$&&x~d and 0 is the monomial map determined by H;~ (of 1 .Lt). 
We define W to be the subgroup of St(E) generated by all CQ,. There is a 
homomorphism @ : St(E)-+&, where n = #P, given by qJt,-+ ElII,. The image of @ 
is SA,. By Theorem 1.4, we see that the kernel K,, of 0 is the normal closure c)t‘ 
(w,4b; a+b,b). Observe that @(W)=QnSA,~. 
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2.2. Proposition. The extension 
G, 
l-,K,+St(E)-+SA,+l 
is CI central extension. In additon K, is cyclic, generated by CL&, for any CI + b, 6. If 
nr3, then o:~= 1. 
Proof. We show first that K,n W is central in St(E). Let YE&~ W. Then 
Y -- lX&Y = %&7)*(@ 9 by (2.1.4), where 0 is the monomiil map determined by 
e(y) = 1. Thus Y-‘x~~ y =x,~ and y is central. In particular, Kn, the normal closure 
of (CC&; a# b,6), is just the subgroup generated by the elements d&,. 
If n r 3, then the group Q MA,, acts transitively on pairs (a, b) E E x E, a# b, b. 
Thus given (c, d) E E x E with c#d, 6, there is a y E W with @( y)(u, b) = (c, d). By 
(2.1.4), this means y-k&, y = w$. Since w$, is central, this means w& = w$, so K,, . 
is cyclic. But it follows from (2.1.1) and the definition of w,b that w,b = w,-d. Thus 
4 wQb = W$ = W;j$ and wtfb = 1. 
If n = 2, the generators for K, are w&= wit, w& = w;i, w& = w;:, and w& = 
0&?. In this case d& = d&!d&W& = w& (by (2.1.4)) and hence w& = w& = w& as 
well. This proves that & is cyclic and is generated by w$. 
2.3. We recall the definition of St,(Z), the Steinberg group, and Theorems 10.1 
and 10.2 in [S]. St,(Z) is generated by elements x0, 1 ~i+j~n, and subject to re- 
lations 
[xii,xkl]= 1 if i#l, j#k, (2.3.1) 
[Xu,XjJ =X;k if i#k, 
WLY ‘X& wij = Xcqk)o(l) 
(2.3.2) 
(2.3.3) 
where wii = xjiX,i *xji and 0 is the permutation matrix associated with the monomial 
matrix EjiEi’Eji (the matrix Eji is determined on the standard basis {e,, e2, . . . , en} 
of row vectors for Z” by the rule ek Eji = ek, k #j, and ej Eji = ej + ei). 
Our definition of wij on (2.3.3) corresponds to what Milnor called Wji(l) in [5, 
p. 711. Our convention is chosen to match relations R6 and S5 of Section 1. 
Next order the basis f?, (I= { yl ) y2, . . . , v,, } . We have 
2.4. Proposition. The map xulv, -+x0, xJ,,; -+x1’ extends to a homomorphism 
St(E)-+%,(Z) such that the following diagram Commutes 
St(E) L SA,, 
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Proof. One checks that the relations (2.1.1)-(2.1.4) are preserved and applies van 
Dyck’s theorem. 
Remark. The kernel of the map St E--St,(Z) can be shown to be the normal 
closure of the subgroup (+,, ,, l xvr,; 15 i #j 5 n). 
2.5. Corollary. The element CL&, E K,, has order 2 if n 2 3 and is of infinite order if 
n =2. 
Proof. The kernel of the map St,(Z)-GL,(Z) is generated by ws which is of order 
2 if nr 3 and of infinite order if n = 2. The map St(E)--St,,(B) carries the element 
CU_;,,; to the element w$ The result follows from Proposition 2.2. 
2.6. Corollary. The kernels are isomorphic in the commutative diag8t-am of central 
extensions 
l-K- n St(E) - SA, -1 
I- I = 
1-C n - St,(Z) - %@) Ai 
2.1. Theorem. If n ~3, the relution (2.1.4) in the definition of St(E) is a consequence 
of (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) and 
m,b = ma6, (2.7.1) 
where as before u& = xb&&jti. 
Before beginning the proof, we observe a consequence. 
2.8. Theorem. A presentation for SA,, nz3, is given bv generators Etzl, and 
relations: 
E,-,’ = &,i~, (2.8.1) 
[Eab,EC+ 1 if a$ (c,d,d) and b$ Ec,e), (2.8.2) 
[EUb,Ebc] =EaC if a@ (Gc> (2.8.3) 
wab= wiiEi where w,b = EbaEObEgii, and (23.4) 
w,b= . 4 1 (2.83) 
roof. By Theorem 1.4, a presentation for SA,I is given by Sl-S3, S; and S& By 
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Theorem 2.7, relation Si is a consequence of (2.8.1)-(2.8.4) if II= 3. Thus (2.8. I)- 
(2.85) is a presentation for SA, fcir n= 3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. We must prove that 2.1.4 is a consequence of (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) 
and 2.7.1. This involves case-by-case xamination of coincidences of orbits of 
a, b,c, d under the involution e-+6!, e E E, in the expression w~&~cQ,. 
Case 1. All four orbits are distinct. Here x,~ commutes with J+,*, xa6, and xga, SQ 
o&,r&~ m,L, = &d. In addition the monomial map wa6 stabilizes each of c and d. The 
result follows. 
Case 2. Three distinct orbits, and b =Z. 
= xc~ x,, (xpdxcd jxr, xcwxca by (2.1.1) and definition 
by (2.1.1) and (2.1.3) 
= x,d 
Case 3. Three orbits and b= c. 
by (2.1.1). 
But this last expression is handled by Case 2 and equals x0& 
In a similar manner one deals with all the remaining cases of three orbits. The 
details are omitted. 
Lastly one must deal with the cases of two orbits, for example, oijxbaoUh. Here 
we use the hypothesis n L 3 to produce an element CE E with c$ {a, 0, b, 6). By 
(2.1.3) we may write xb, = [xbc, x,,] and 
“$X&Q) = 0;; [xbc, &7l~,b = b;;%c%b, ~~-xc(l~,bl. 
Each expression in the commutator involves three orbits, so by cases previously 
considered, this is equal to [x,(~)~(~), x,(,),(,) ] = x~(~)~(~), where o is the monomial 
map w+ This completes the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
Remark. Compare this argument with the proof of Lemma 9.2 of [5, p. 721. The 
complication of (2.7.1) never arises in Milnor’s argument, since OJ,,~, and uY P 
automatically have the same image wU (in Milnor’s notation, Wji(l)) in St,(Z). ‘-’ 
3. Univeral central extensions 
heorem. If n 2 5 the map @ : St(E)+SA, of Proposition 2.2 is the universal 
ten trul extension of SA, . 
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Remark, The argument that follows is similar in form to Kervaire’s argument, 
reproduced in [S, p. 48 ff.]. However the details are quite different. The argument 
on p. 50 of [5] is inapplicable here. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By (2.1.3), SA,l is a perfect group for n 2 3 and by Proposi- 
tion 2.2, @ is a central extension. By [5, Theorem 5.33, it suffices to prove that any 
central extension Q : G -St(E) splits. Let C= Ker Q. Observe that if x, YE St(E), 
then [~-‘(x),&(y)] is a well defined element of G. Observe also that if x~st(E) 
and e(y) =x, then conjugation by y in G depends only on x and defines a homomor- 
phism St(E)-+Aut G which we denote by x-(gwxgx-I), xeSt(E’), gE G. 
3.2. Lemma. [Q-'(xJ,Q-'(x,~)]= 1 if a& {c,d,d) and b$ {c,~}. 
Proof. Since nr: 5 there exists an element 4~ E whose orbit under the involution 
e c-) Z! is distinct from the orbits of a, 6, c, and d. Let y E Q-’ (x,,), _,v’E Q- ’ (_Q), and 
y” E Q-‘(x&. It follows from (2.1.3) that [y, y’] E Q-‘(x&. But [y, y”] E C and 
(y’, y”] EC by (2.1.2). A computation now shows that [y, y’] co’nmutes with _I~“. 
This implies that [Q-‘(x~~),Q-‘(x~~)] = 1.
If the orbits of a, b, and c are distinct, set s,,(b) = [Q-‘(x&,Q-‘(x~~)] E G. Let 
WaC denote the subgroup of W consisting of elements whose associated monomial 
maps stabilize each of a and c. 
3.3. Lemma. If n ~5, the commutator subgroup D WOL. of W,,. acts (via the associ- 
ated monomial maps) transitively Gn E - (a, zi, c, C> . 
Proof. Let ar, p, and y represent distinct orbits in E - {a, ir, c, a} under the in\*olution 
e - e. One observes that [ wap, wpv] = T, where t(a) =p, r(P) = y, and T(Y) = d. Thus 
one can move p to a distinct orbit y by an element r of D WOC.. To move p to p, first 
mcsve j3 to y, then move y to p by elements of DW,,.. 
Next fix b E E - {a, 0, c, C} and define a map ly : W,,-+C by W(W) = 
s,@(b)) l s,,(b)-‘, where 0 is the monomial map determined by cr). 
3.4. Lemma. f&0) = [cd, s,,.(b)] E C. 
Proof. One has 
w-‘s,,(b)w = co-’ [e--'(X,~),e-'(~~‘~~l~ 
= [o-l,-‘(x&o, w-‘@-‘(x&o] 
= Ee - ’ (x,,(b))9 I?? -1 (X,(b)Jl = s,,.wN* 
emma. The map w : M /au -+C is a homomorphism of groups. 
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Proof. One observes the commutator identity [bw, U] = [u, [w, u]] [ w, u] [u, u]. Now 
Y(Y-‘x-’ I= [xv, s,,@)l by Lemma 3.4 
since [ y, s,,(b)] E C. 
Consequently the map w kills the subgroup DW,, of W. Since DW,, acts tran- 
sitively on E-{a,cf,c,~} by Lemma 3.3, given b,d~E- {a,if,c,c} there exists an 
element T E OW,, such that a,(b) = d, where (z, is the monomial map determined by 
T. Hence we have 1 = y(r) = [r-l, s,,(b)] =s,,(d)s,,@)-t, or s,,(b) =s,,(d). We have 
shown 
Thus it is permissible to define s,,.= s,,(b) = W * (x,& e- * (qdl where b @ 
(a, 4TS c, C) . 
We shall now check that the elements ,b satisfy the relations (2.1.1)-(2.1.4) with 
x,b replaced by s,b. 
For (2.1. l), compute 
sa6sab = k- k(x,,),@-‘(~~6)l[@-1(X,,)Q-‘ol 
= [e-‘(x,,),@-‘(x,6)@-‘(x~b)l[@-‘(x,6), k-'(&b)& '(X,,)]] 
(using [u, u][u, w] = [u, UW][O, [w, u]]). But Q-‘(x&@-‘(~,~) = C using (2.1.1) for 
St(E), so the first commutator vanishes. Also 
k - ’ (x,b), @ - ’ (&,)I = k? - ’ (x,,), @ - * (x,b)] - ’ = s;; E @ - ’ (x,6)* 
Thus s&,b= [@-'(~~&F'(x,6)] = 1 by Lemma 3.2. 
Observe that (2.1.2) follows from Lemma 3 .?. Also, (2.1.3) follows from lemma 
3.6 and the definition of s,,. 
‘Ne proceed now to the verification of (2.1.4). Define 
t ab = sba StibS6ti- 
We must prove that t,-d s,, tab = s,(,~,(~~), where CT is the monomial map determined 
bY @(tab) =uah* But 
‘ai’ ‘Cd tab = t,-d Is,,3 sedl tab = [ti-,scetab, t~~stxitabl 
= k? - ’ (x,(,),(,$9 e - * (x,(e)o(d))l = So(c),(d)- 
This completes the proof of 2.1.4. 
We now finish the proof of Theorem 3.1 by observing that the map xab ws,b is 
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a hcmomorphism of groups which is a section for Q : G -+St(E). The proof of 
Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
3.1. Corollary. H2(SA,,h)LZ2 if nz5. 
Proof. Since the map #: St(E)+SA,, is the universal central extension of SA,, 
n ~5, it follows from [5, Corollary 5.8) that Ker @ = H,(SA,, Z). We computed this 
kernel in Corollary 2.5 to be cyclic of order 2. 
3.8. Corollary. H,(A,, Z) z Zz if n 2 5. 
Proof. Use the Hochschild-Lyndon-Serre spectral sequence for the split exact 
sequence 
I--) SA,? -+A,, ~~{&_l}+l, 
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